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Preface
This electric height-adjustable standing desk consists of a heavy-duty steel
desk frame and a motorized height adjustment system. Please read and
completely understand this manual before assembly and use.

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH OR OBSERVE ALL INSTRUCTIONS AND
WARNINGS REGARDING THE USE OF THIS PRODUCT MAY RESULT IN
SERIOUS PROPERTY DAMAGE OR PHYSICAL INJURY.

DANGER - To avoid the risk of electric shock, always unplug this
furnishing before cleaning, putting on or taking off parts.

Instruction safety and warnings:
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Keep children away from electric height-adjustable desks, control units, and
keypads. There is a risk of injury and electric shock.
Close supervision is necessary when this furnishing is used by, or near children,
invalids, or the disabled.
Use this furnishing only for its intended use as described in these instructions.
Use attachments recommended by the manufacturer only.
Make sure the power socket/outlet is close to the furnishing in use and easily
accessible.
Never operate on this furnishing when the cord or plug is damaged, it is not
working properly, or it has been damaged or dropped into water.
Keep the cords away from heated surfaces.
Do not open any of the following components: legs, control box, or keypad.
There is a danger of getting electric shock.

     WARNING - To avoid the risk of burns, fire, electric shock, or physical injury:
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Do not insert anything into any seam or opening.
Keep all electrical components dry.
Do not operate this furnishing in an environment where aerosol (spray) products
are being used or oxygen is being administered.
Do not use outdoors.Inappropriate use of this product may cause property
damage or physical injury.
Check surroundings on all sides before use. Body parts and property can be
crushed if trapped in immobile obstacles and the desk's range of motion.
Ensure the length of power cords are accounted for when operating the desk. 
Monitors, computers, speakers, anything with a cord that is not long enough for
the desk's range of motion could be pulled down or have its wires broken. Items
pulled off the desk may cause other items to fall.
Pinch Point: Keep hands and fingers clear.Please provide this manual to users,
installers, or support personnel operating the product.
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MAKE SURE NO OBSTACLES ARE IN THE DESK'S PATH AND ALL CORDS ARE
OF APPROPRIATE LENGTH FOR DESK TRAVEL. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH OR
OBSERVE ALL ASSEMBLY, SAFETY, AND OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS AND
WARNINGS REGARDING THE USE OF THIS PRODUCT MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS
PROPERTY DAMAGE OR PHYSICAL INJURY.

Use and Liability:
This height-adjustable desk has two electric motors and is designed for use in dry
work areas only. The desk height is adjustable so that it can be positioned at the
most ergonomically suitable height. These desks are designed only for the
purposes included in this manual. They should not be used in environments with
high humidity or dampness. Any other use is at user's risk. Do not move around,
crawl, or lie under the desk frame. Do not sit or stand on the desk frame. Children
should never use the desk unless they are supervised by adults.
Liability: For damages caused from improper use or handling of the desk other
than those described in this manual, there is no warranty.
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5

Preparation
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Checklist

(different)

(Power Wires*1 and Connector Wires*1)
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Checklist
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Installation
Step 1: Assembling the feet

Place the lifting column upside
down, put the foot        on top.

Align the mounting holes on the
foot        with the screw holes on
the lifting column        .

Secure the adjustable foot pads    
 to the feet.

Tighten all 4 screws.
Repeat the same process to assemble
the other foot
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Installation
Step 2: Assembling the lifting columns 1

Separate        (A/B/C/D) and       .
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Installation
Assembling the lifting columns 2

Fix the crossbar A and B to the lifting column          with the screws         .
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Installation
Assembling the lifting columns 3

Fix the crossbar C and D to the lifting column           with the screws         .
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Installation
Step 3: Assembling the frame

Connect the center rail        and the crossbars        as shown.
(two sides, screws are not used in this step)
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Installation
Assembling the frame
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Installation

Step 4: Assembling the side brackets

Attach the side bracket        to the lifting column    
 with 2 screws         for each side.
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Installation
Step 5: Fixing the crossbar
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Secure the center rail to the cross- bars
on both sides with 4 screws         .

Place the frame on the desktop and
adjust the crossbars to fit the desktop.

We recommend keeping a 5 cm distance
between the side bracket and the edge of the
desktop. (If you purchased the desk frame with
a  desktop, please follow the instruction of the
desktop to find the suitable position.)



Installation
Step 6: Assembling the desktop

Secure the desk frame to the desktop with 8
screws       on the edge and with 4 Screws
in the middle (at the each side of crossbar A
and C). You need a total of 12 screws and
12 washers         .

We recommend to pre-drill the mounting
holes. Before drilling, make sure the
thickness of the desktop is bigger than
25mm. If you purchased the desk frame with
a desktop,  please use the screw kit included
in the desktop package.
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Installation
Step 7: Assembling the handset

Secure the handset         to the edge
of the desktop with 2 Pan Head
Screws       . 
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Installation
Step 8: Assembling the control box

Secure the control box        to the desktop by inserting the control box into the slot. 
      (No screws needed) 
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Installation

Step 9: Connecting the wires
Connect the wires as shown.
Use the connector wire to
extend the motor cable on the
one side.
Use the adhesive-backed cable
clips        to secure the wires.
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Before proceed to the next step, turn the
desk back up to its normal position. (This
task should be done by two people.)

Make sure all cords have appropriate
length to accommodate the change in
height.

Connector wire

Power cord

Handset



Installation

Step 10: Adjusting the feet

There is an adjustable foot pad under each foot.
Adjust the pads to make the desk stable.
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Ready for Use
Plug the Power Cord into a 110v or 220v outlet.

IMPORTANT!
You must RESET the desk prior to use:
Press and hold     on the Handset      until
the desk reaches its lowest height.  Press
and hold     again for about 10s until the
desk lowers a little bit more, slightly rises
and stops. 
Your desk now is ready to use.
To program up to four presets:
Use     and     to find desired height, then
press     followed by a number from 1-4.
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Technical Specifications

Height Range 70cm (27.6") - 120cm (47.2")
Base width 100cm (39")min - 180cm (71")max
Travel Speed 30mm (1.2") per second
Weight Capacity 120kg (265 lbs)
Duty Cycle 10%, Max. 2min on,18min off

4 Memory presets
Soft Start/Stop
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Troubleshooting

If experiencing error messages showing on the handset or no
response when trying to raise or lower, unplug the power cable and
plug cord back in. Reset by holding "down" button for 5s. The desk
will reach its lowest height and slightly rise and stop. (Buzzer will
"beep" meaning the "reset" has finished)
Our anti-collision feature can detect any crash and sudden force
encountered during height adjustment and will make the desk move in
opposite direction and stop. If the handset displays "E8", it indicates
desk inclination and this code will disappear after 15s automatially.

Reset Instructions
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Troubleshooting

If the handset displays "E11" or "E21", confirm that all wired
connections are secure (legs to cables, cables to control box). Then
perform the reset procedures above. If the error message remains
after the reset or if the height between the legs exceeds 5cm, stop the
reset procedure and contact us or local distributors.
If the handset displays "HOT", let the base reset and cool down for
20min.
If the desk seems to be uneven, try the reset instructions above. If
that does not work you may need to adjust the levelers at the bottom
of the foot.

Reset Instructions
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In the event of a power outage or if the power cord is unplugged a
manual reset may be necessary (see Reset instructions above).

This product is designed with a duty cycle of 10% 
(2min on, 18min off).

Keep children away from electric height-adjustable desks, control
units and handsets. There is a risk of injury and electric shock.

Do not open any of the components: lifting columns, control box,
or handset. There is a danger of electric shock.

Keep all electrical components away from liquids.

WARNING
Pinch Point

Keep hands and
fingers clear.

Importer: 
Ergofino GmbH

In Laisen 31, 72766, Reutlingen, Germany
info@ergofino.de 
www.ergofino.de

Manufacturer:
Shaoxing Naite Drive Technology Co.,Ltd.

Sanjiang B zone, Sanjiang Street, Shengzhou City, Zhejiang 312400 P.R. China
Made in China
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